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ALEXANDER KUO

THE WINDOW TREE
I

The distance sinks low
and deep under the clouds, providing
some definition of the dark.
But with increasing
indistinct forms, the landscape
begins to fail
the eye, hi;ling all shapes
and shades that let me know
my whereabouts, the long
blackness keeping the night
in disbelief. Lacking any
apparent reason, the clouds
open up,
uncovering a white winter
.,.
moon drawing wide
my picture window and lighting up
the geese flying overhead, dark creatures
honking at the limits
of what I
can only guess.
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I wait here
in the night for some stranger
to knock
at the door, someone
to say, it's time .
to go.
And I would have gone
with her without even a momentary o~iection.
stopping only
.
~
long enough to complete
.
the picture, to say
let me
get my coat and number first.
But she won't
come, not this apparition
long out of some dark past.
ill

)

I say a few things
aloud to myself; the moonlight
creeps over my tongue, making
shadows
of what I know.
I try to walk
away from it all
and think about something else,
some hand
to shape my name, long bJo~d
hair to brush my mind. \
I get up l
to freshen the coffee, but
return, possessed
and possessing.
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Outside the house
the cars are moving
soundlessly and deceptively by.
Seeing the boundaries
of vision made
where th~ir headlights press the road,
I almost'
'
take a meaning
in what I too can
see. But the sense
of movement shakes
the visible and the moment
of belief
disappears.
v

I grow restless,
indiscreet and, pretending
to knock on someone else's door,
woulq, if answered, go
run and hide. So
with this perpetual
sense of long, eccentric
logic, I learn
to take these jocular years
of rhetoric succumb€d
to its self parodies,
and wait nervously here
for the astonished
stranger at the door to scream
up my window tree.
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